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The Trend Universe: Tomorrow’s Opportunities

“Oil is a useless secretion of earth – a sticky liquid that stinks and cannot be used in any way.”

Academy of Sciences in St. Petersburg (1806)

What’s in it for us – and when?

Assuming you started thinking about the future for longer than yesterday, you will have certainly experienced the following: the higher the hierarchical level of an audience, the more impatient they usually are about the future. When the in-depth discussion turns to Scanning (see Chapter 2) and Scenarios (see Chapter 3) at keynote speeches or seminars, at some point someone raises their hand impatiently and asks how “all that” is supposed to benefit their organisation. That’s what it ultimately always boils down to. And this is absolutely fine. In fact, the earlier you consider the wishes of your target group in terms of the usefulness of your observations about the future, the better it is for you and for your mutual future. Scenarios paint quite an illustrative picture of what changes we can get ready for in the future. They answer the question: how might tomorrow’s world be? You’ll receive a more concrete, more success-orientated image of the future if you ask two other questions:
1. What will the future bring us? That means: which future developments can we already foresee today? Generally, these developments are called trends – and trends are pretty close to market opportunity, if you make use of them.

2. What surprises might be in store for us in the future? These are the so-called ‘wild cards’. They are developments that seem extremely improbable, but which could have a disastrous and/or promising effect if they do occur.

We already know that business is booming for trendsetters and trend surfers. Trends show us ‘what we can get’ today and even more so in future. That’s why we take a look at trends in these wild cards in the next chapter.

**Triad of the future**

It should now be clear that we need all of these three things for the future: scenarios, trends and wild cards. Together, the three establish a highly differentiated and relatively concrete picture of the future. It is also possible to define strategic foresight differently. But within the scope of this book:

Foresight = scenarios + trends + wild cards

All three tools complement each other in Phase 2 of the foresight process. Those who only have trends on the screen overlook *The Big Picture*. The big picture is delivered by scenarios. But those who work only with scenarios tend not, to invert a well-known expression, to “see the trees for the wood”.

Trends are individual developments, while scenarios are comprehensive future stories, in which you present the inter-dependencies between the dimensions and factors. Scenarios can develop in many different directions. The trend has only one direction. Bell-bottom trousers are trendy again? That is a concrete direction: sales increase.
People who are familiar with trends in addition to scenarios see more. But they can still be surprised – namely from events whose development didn’t materialise as a trend, but as structural breaks, disruptions and wild cards. Therefore wild cards belong to foresight (see Chapter 5). But first we are going to deal with something a little less wild.

Trends: What can you do with them?

There are many types of trends; for example, short-term ones, also known as fashion. There are medium- and long-term trends and even megatrends like globalisation, digitalisation, individualisation, climate change or sustainability. Megatrends are long-term transformation processes with global reach. They are responsible for creating sustainable and revolutionary change in society and business.

But before we get too caught up in definitions and categories, let’s concentrate on something of significant importance when it comes to trends. Specifically, these four questions:

1. Do we have all the trends relevant for us on our screen?
2. How long will a specific trend last from today’s perspective?
3. Which opportunities and threats result for us from this trend? By the way, this is already a transfer question (also see Chapters 6 and 7).
4. How do we respond to this trend? This is a transfer question as well.

These questions seem trivial but, unfortunately, are not asked often enough in practice. Regardless of which company we visit, we meet managers and employees who complain that the customers always want more, that the market is heading in the wrong direction and that they have been left behind by progress. Take note: they are not asking about future development; they are complaining about the current state of things.

Those who suffer from trends are dealing with them incorrectly.
Experienced future managers don’t suffer from trends, they surf them. Trend surfing – the sport of future champions.

If trends surprise you, wild cards will give you the shock of a lifetime.

The imperative of futurology is: know your trends!

The future is a matter of character

The impact of personality factors on business decisions is generally unknown, at worst a taboo subject. Character? It’s ‘out of bounds’ when it comes to management: don’t ask about it.

Generally, there are three character traits that make it difficult for the owners of these traits to keep track of trends: egocentricity, limitation and insecurity.

- The *egocentric* lives in the unfounded belief that trends don’t concern him, because he sets the trends.
- The *limited* individual might recognise trends with the help of the trend radar, but can’t follow them because they don’t correspond to his core competence.
- The *insecure* person ultimately encounters everything new with an initial – yes, sure, logical – insecurity. He waits to see ‘how everything develops’.

Character is the art of getting in your own way.

It’s frequently argued that corporate groups are immune to this phenomenon, because trend management isn’t managed by one individual manager who is strongly influenced by his personality. In corporate groups, the work is done by a separate department like ‘Trend Management & Innovation’. But, ultimately, the recommendations end up on the table of a single decision-maker, who may well possess one of the three character traits described above – and others. Even if this person is member of a committee, he or she will influence its decisions. Just think of the ‘halo’ or the ‘herd’ effect in groups.
This phenomenon also plays out, unfortunately, in the opposite direction: Trend apostles, professional optimists, visionaries and do-ers have a tendency to jump on the bandwagon of every weak trend. At a large US corporate group for consumer goods, for example, there was a division manager who everyone referred to only as ‘Brand-a-Month-Mike’, because he pulled a new company brand out of his hat every four weeks so that he could be involved in every trend.

Those who aren’t aware of the influence of personality traits on trend decisions are flying blind.

**A little exercise**

In this context, there will be a little exercise a bit later.


Ask yourself: what does my reaction to the different trends say about the specific traits of my personality? Those who recognise the character-induced tendency of their personal reaction to trends are less likely to overlook opportunities and threats. This is also future competence. And it’s the reason why personal strengths and weaknesses are analysed in management seminars. Only they often don’t dig deep enough and are not explicitly based on future competence. You can eliminate this deficiency. Just think about our little experiment while you’re reading what comes next.

**A whole universe of trends**

There are many different trends at any given point in time, which means that things can get very complex, very quickly. So let’s reduce the complexity by limiting ourselves to the trends with an anticipated impact on the scenario object – in our case, the energy industry.
We can further reduce the numbers by categorising each trend. During the course of this chapter, you will find energy industry trends in four categories:

1. Generation
2. Distribution
3. Storage
4. Consumption

And for all of them, you have the opportunity to train how you deal with trends. The 38 trends (p. 117 f.) are everything from entertaining to incredible. You should, however, keep this question in mind for every trend: if this trend takes hold, what does it mean for us in terms of opportunities and/or threats? And one other question: where do the 38 trends come from?

The trend truffle pig

It’s not so easy to discover a trend – otherwise there wouldn’t be so many market participants who seem to be asleep while they’re happening. There also wouldn’t be any trendsetters, no avantgardists, trend scouts, trend pioneers or first movers.

The material you’ll find on the following pages may sometimes strike you as amusing or even absurd, but we have worked on this for several weeks, identifying the individual topics, verifying them with reliable sources, selecting and analysing. This also means that, even if you discover a trend on the following pages and think “how utopian”, it isn’t. The following trends have all been substantiated reliable sources. This a key quality criterion for your trend management, too:

Don’t be fooled by false statements. A trend can always be reliably proven.

An idea is not a trend – even if it’s a really good idea. An (emerging) trend is only something that is already reflected in reality – for example, in the form of a prototype, a previous market test, a pilot project, research project by a
prestigious group of scientists or a study of some kind. It requires extensive research in order to find out if a trend really exists. Trends don’t just fall into your lap: they take work. Actually, performance is a more accurate term: work in time. Time is a decisive dimension in trend management. If, for example, you see a new fashion trend in the shop window, it’s actually too late – at least if you are a distributor or a fashion designer.

A trend is only interesting if you discover it early on. Preferably earlier than the competition.

Early enough to jump on for the ride and to benefit from the trend opportunities.

Trend and countertrend(s)

There’s no prize to be won if everybody is already riding the trend. Especially not the innovator ROI or the first mover advantage. Which means:

Trend explorers who can read weak signals better than others are ahead of the game.

That is craftsmanship. Sites for the application of this art can be found in trend databases, on the internet or in expert talks, at trend conferences, in newspaper cuttings or in historical analogies. There is nothing new under the sun. Many patterns from the past can be transposed to the present and future – if you have an eye for the past.

The ‘trend truffle pig’ can even make a find if there is a trend reversal. For instance, after social media became popular on the internet, several counter-trends emerged. Many of the early users are de-registering and deleting their profiles in order to decelerate and create digital downtime. That is a countertrend. Another: as a response to the ever-present smartphone dependency, many people are showing an interest in meeting up in the evening for a beer and having real discussions with real people – without first electronically communicating with them.
There is no trend without countertrend(s).

You needn’t wait for such a countertrend to cross your path. You can even play ‘name the trend’ and guess the countertrends. “If X establishes itself, what would the opposite be?” What is the opposite of a trend? A niche. A trend is not a dictatorship; not everybody is going to follow a trend. The only question is: do the non-followers create an economically viable niche for my business concept? It’s a question that’s rarely asked. When CDs replaced vinyl, many traditional album pressing plants wailed “Our business model is dead!” Many who smelled the countertrend coming and stored the old presses are successfully pressing records today.

Those who complain about a trend still don’t see the countertrend.

And there will always be one. Even if there were a trend dictatorship – which there isn’t – there would still be those who would swim against the current. That is a characteristic of the pluralistic society. And if there actually is no countertrend? That’s because it doesn’t exist yet. “Everyone does X – we do Y.” Create your own countertrend. Strong slogan, great marketing. Why is it that we hear such trend-opposing slogans so rarely?

**The core competence bias**

What’s the superlative of the individual? The organisation. We talked above about how an individual’s particular personality traits can change his relationship to the future and to trends without him even being aware of it. The character to the individual is the group dynamic to the organisation.

Let’s take, for example, the trend toward digitalisation. Without naming names – because we are familiar with all of them. There were a lot of companies in imaging and photography that appeared to ‘be asleep’ as digitalisation took hold. Of course they didn’t sleep through it; they saw it and discussed it. But then they decided not to follow it. Because they were future blind?
If an organisation doesn’t act on what it sees, it is not due to blindness, but rather bias.

We will take an in-depth view of these cognitive distortions in Chapter 7. But at this point it makes sense to discuss a bias, distorted thought and decision, which is primarily responsible for organisations not taking advantage of trend-based future opportunities. This is the core competence bias.

In many companies – which also no longer exist – there was no talk then that digitalisation was merely a passing trend. Nobody says such things when they can see that all around them the competition, newcomers, lateral entry industries and start-ups are investing billions in the new technology. No, the responsible managers at the time identified the trend as a trend, and possibly even a megatrend. But they concluded that digitalisation didn’t fit in with their core business.

The opposite was the case: digitalisation threatened the analogue core business. This threat provoked an often unconscious false rationalisation of the rejection of the trend. It was pointed out that the digital image quality of a mobile phone would never be able to compete with the image quality of a reflex camera.

“I can see that, but I don’t act on it because my actions would threaten our core competence” says the core competence bias.

The bias is a distortion in perception and consequently a distortion in decision-making. What can be done about it?

**The bias therapy**

To create a little anticipation for Chapter 7, those trapped in a ‘bias’ unconsciously fade out parts of reality. In fact, you could say that people create their own bias without realising it – which is what, unfortunately, makes it so terribly effective.
The bias is the most elegant way to trip over your own feet.

If fading out parts of reality is the problem, the solution is quite simple: fade them all in again! In one of the companies that was able – just – to get its megatrend digitalisation act together in time, an engineer patiently explained to his (persistently biased) colleagues that the currently poor quality of digital cell phone images would quickly and dramatically improve in quality. He explained this so often that this part of the reality that had been faded out by his co-workers was faded back in.

After the faded-out parts of reality are faded back in, it is still tedious and time-consuming to convince the individuals who are stuck in their distorted perception. But, without fading them back in, it’s impossible.

The core competence bias is thereby only one of many distorted perceptions. A person or an organisation that is faced with large numbers of these distortions is known as ‘trend-resistant’. This is acceptable in the fashion world – even if you get outed as a trend-objector and stared at in fashion-conscious circles. But when applied to economic success, the rule is:

Trend resistance = Success resistance

Viewed in this way, the topic ‘trend biases’ is existential: we reject trends relative easily or fall for them too early (depending on their character – see above). But precisely because that happens without reflection, it is so terribly dangerous. It’s the reason why, of course, ultimately everyone is responsible for all their decisions – even the ones that are made without reflection. If only because it means having to bear the consequences.

Twenty-five bad reasons to kill a good idea

Since this phenomenon is as universal as the air we breathe, science addressed it early on – the two futurists Kees von der Heijden and George Burt, for example. Inspired by their ground-breaking work, here are the
most popular, valid and erroneous reasons why we normally and unthink-ingly ignore potential future opportunities:

1. “We already had something like that – it didn’t work!”
2. “I’m sure management will dump this idea!”
3. “That doesn’t fit with our core business.”
4. “That is too expensive for us.”
5. “Too risky.”
6. “That’s not what we do.”
7. “The people are not ready for this.”
8. “Our success speaks for itself.”
9. “Policy-makers won’t approve.”
10. “Why something new? What we have works just fine!”
11. “What do you know about that?”
12. “The situation is more complicated than that!”
14. “We don’t have time for that.”
15. “I’m busy now, come back later.”
16. “Good idea, but we should first take care of business as usual.”
17. “Doesn’t sound very promising.”
18. “We don’t have the competence for that.”
19. “We don’t have the people for that.”
20. “The department heads will veto this.”
22. “Nobody will buy that!”
23. “We already have 200 projects! What else do you want us to do?”
24. “The line is over there.”
25. “Take a number.”

The biggest enemy of progress is not politics, technology or money. It is hu-man preconception and the resulting defence strategies: denial, evasion, de-laying, belittling, devaluing, ignoring.
Management by ‘excuse bank’

The list above has been making the rounds for years; its practice transfer is impressive. One manager, for example, gave the list to her team along with an ‘excuse bank’ and instructed everyone who uttered a phrase from the bias list to donate five euros for the next team party.

The team members didn’t perceive of it as pressuring or patronising, but as a lofty competition and amusing game. They are still having fun with this – and never again did they hastily dismissed a trend with a casual comment. This takes us from an irritating phenomenon to an amusing turning point in trend management and corporate culture. It’s a nice turnaround, which illustrates a basic human weakness in future competence:

Those who discover a trend, or suggest something new and expect to receive a pat on the back, have not yet understood the biggest problem in the future of humanity: humans. Resistance, reactance, defence and other unwanted reactions are likely to happen to the discoverer.

All the things you can do with trends

You can deny them, mock them and sweep them under the carpet – as we have previously seen.

But what will you do with all the trends you’ve identified? Prioritise them! Prioritisation is usually carried out on the basis of some key questions: which trends are interesting for us? Which ones do I focus on by examining them in depth? Which will I observe more closely in the near future? Where would we be merely wasting resources if we looked at the trend in greater depth? Which trend would give us little return at high cost if we followed up on it? Which trends are very alarming? Which are extremely attractive?
Many future managers use these questions to draw up hitlists, radars, (technology) atlases and/or cockpits. This creates the necessary oversight and transparency. Not to mention the fact that it isn’t possible only to observe and prioritise trends; you can shape them too.

**Shaping trends**

The pharmaceutical industry is known for spending billions to root out unwelcome trends. That is legitimate. If I sell strawberry ice cream and the trend is moving toward vanilla ice cream, then I can advertise: “Eat more strawberry ice cream!” Free competition practically demands this of suppliers. On the other hand, attractive trends can be placed, pushed, publicised and sponsored.

Trends can only be actively shaped by those who discover their weak signals in time on the radar.

If the trend is already in full swing, it is relatively difficult to influence it. Big companies like to influence trends, and they’re good at it too. Small companies can surf the waves of the trends created by their bigger counterparts. And even the wake of a trend will give you a good ride.

Plus: if you’re small, a trend niche could be the perfect fit.

This strategic option is unfortunately frequently overlooked. There is a lot of complaining about trends that break away from your own company and products, instead of finding the right trend niche and making yourself at home there. That’s because one thing depends on the other: if you have to complain about a trend, your trend radar has usually failed in the run-up. If you had known about a trend early enough, you wouldn’t have to complain.

Trend niches have always been around. There are always people who don’t follow the trend. They’re there. But that’s not the question. The question is: will I discover the niche target group(s) in time to get myself organised and adapted to them?
Classifying trends

If you have been systematically observing trends for a while now, you will have noticed:

Trends must be classified!

Only classified trends are useful for trend management. If it hasn’t been classified, it can’t be managed. That’s why the following trends are classified in the four categories described above, as well as by time dimension (each in brackets). Based on expert opinion, it depicts the year from which the strong acceptance and dissemination of the trend can be expected.

The year also naturally shows how much time you still have to prepare yourself for the trend. In addition, in the case of the energy industry, we differentiate between whether the relevant trend is a ‘single application/special solution/large-scale project’ or a ‘mass application/highly scalable solution’.

We recommend having a pen ready while reading the following 38 trends. Nothing compares with the first impression. Even a spontaneous categorisation is a categorisation. If you don’t have an affinity for the energy industry, should skip the following 38 trends? Absolutely not! As an adept future manager, you should check whether and how the observed trend could also be applicable to your own industry.

The Next Big Thing

This expression is almost a cliché in public discussion. In particular, American management seems virtually obsessed with the idea that the future is not a sequence of incremental innovations, but of centenary, if not millennium events and trends, like the discovery of petroleum, the development of the personal computer or the internet. In light of this extremely attractive concept, trend observation becomes even more significant than it already is:
Behind which trend will we find The Next Big Thing? It could be any trend!

So we should keep an eye on all of them. That’s why the following innovations and opportunities provide a tightly focused overview of a small selection of trend candidates, which absolutely must be on your innovation radar.

That said, the most you will learn here in the way of future opportunities is that these examples are ‘symphonies’ of the future – the ideas have been selected on the basis that they represent a symphony of future movements. Some of the ideas will reach market maturity in five years, others in ten, while others …

As far as we can tell at the moment, because technological advances continue to develop and it is very possible that the number of years on your own radar will look very different. The time of occurrence has been pushed backward or forward since you are continuously updating your radar. If you’re not, we highly recommend that you do. Trend observation is worth it. Because each of the following individual developments can revolutionise the energy industry or a dedicated market niche within the industry.
Energy generation trends

#1 Power from Moonlight (2020)

That sounds romantic. But the Beta-ray collectors from Rawlemon are so highly efficient that they can even transform moonlight into electricity. An initial mass product to charge mobile telephones should be on the market soon. In four to five years, they also plan to begin serial production of window facades for office buildings that use super-efficient collectors to turn incoming light into energy, with an incredible efficiency of over 50 percent. But even this fantastic efficiency can be improved.

#2 Nantenna Solar Power (2023)

Researchers at the University of Missouri want to use nanoantennas (Nantennas) to increase the efficiency of solar cells to more than 90 percent – and they want to do it in the next five years. Today’s silicon cells are still not able to achieve this.

#3 Bionic Energy (2024)

US scientists have succeeded in creating a bionic electrical source with an inorganic semiconductor and organic proteins. By using cadmium telluride, light is transformed into the protein cytochrome C, which plants use for photosynthesis. An idea like this won’t make it past the laboratory door! And if it does? About how many ideas, which move billions today, has that been said? A trend pro would never say that. He keeps track of the trend. And as soon as negotiations for licensing contracts begin, he sounds the alarm.
#4 Electricity through Body Contact (2021)

Physical physics. More precisely: the triboelectric effect. Researchers at Peking University have developed a foil for electric devices that generates energy when the user touches the device during normal operation. How many power plants won’t need to be built if mobile telephone users, video gamers or joggers can independently supply their devices with power – simply by doing what they always do?

#5 Super Wind Energy (2021)

Smitha Rao and J.C. Chiao from the University of Texas in Arlington have constructed a windmill that is only 1.8 millimetres wide. Ten of them fit on a grain of rice. Hundreds on a slip-on protective sleeve: And your mobile is charged again. Thousands could be installed on the wall of a building, for the generation of electricity and light.

Question: how do I react to such technology developments? Do my eyes light up? Or am I worried? Of course, this super-individualised power production is the ultimate threat for classical business models. Who will build the mini slip-on windmills and finish the facades? Who will build and supply the periphery and connectivity for this technology?

#6 Plant Power (2024)

No, not by way of composting. But by using a plant’s traditional properties: plants have transformed light into energy since the beginning of time. Unfortunately, they store this energy in the form of sugars. Now, researchers at the University of Georgia have developed a method that ‘captures’ the electrons harvested from the light before the plant has a chance to turn it into sugar. In the future, this could lead to solar farms equipped with ‘sunflow- ers’ instead of glass panels. And, afterwards, the wilted plants could still be used for secondary energy generation in biogas facilities.
#7 The End of the Greenhouse Effect (2028)

Our hunger for plastics is enormous – and risks causing climate catastrophe. Newlight Technologies brings two things together, which at first don’t look like they belong together: climate catastrophe and the hunger for synthetic material.

The company has developed a process that uses air and greenhouse gas to produce a plastic that is biodegradable. In addition, it is more cost-effective and efficient than plastics produced from crude oil.

#8 Floor Power (2017)

The energy that dancers release at a party, a rock concert or a rave need not be lost in music. The Dutch artist and inventor Daan Roosegaarde installed spiral springs underneath the panels of a dance floor to drive a generator. The panels are generally 75 x 75 x 20 centimetres in dimension and can produce up to 35 watts. That makes 5 to 20 watts per dancer. And while these dancers are dancing, it produces the energy for the light show and sound system.

#9 Pedal Power (2016)

Actually, you have to ask yourself why it took so long for someone to think of this – it’s so obvious. The ‘Green System’ by SportsArt Fitness transforms the ergometre into a dynamo. Pedal-pushers don’t just burn calories; their exercise produces electricity.

According to the manufacturer, the dynamo turns 75 percent of the energy generated into electricity, so that 10 units of training equipment in a fitness studio generate up to two kilowatt hours (kWh). At a typical energy requirement of 15 kWh per 100 kilometres, an electric car could, for example, drive a distance of 13.3 kilometres.
#10 Solar Film Power (2019)

3M and BASF already have versions of it in their portfolios. Now the start-up New Energy Technologies has followed suit and developed a transparent solar film, which transforms sunlight into electricity.\(^4\) If, for example, this is attached to the windows, fuselage and wings of an aircraft, it saves the space and weight that would have been taken up by tanks and energy storage devices.

#11 Saltwater Replaces Petrol (2025)

Scientists at the Naval Research Laboratory in Washington D.C. have developed a method that allows the US Navy to refuel aircraft carriers on the open sea and which, at first sight, seems incredible: the vessels are fuelled with sea water.\(^5\) The researchers extract carbon dioxide and hydrogen gas from the sea water in a catalytic converter. This produces a liquid hydrocarbon fuel, for which the ship’s engine doesn’t even require conversion.

#12 BAT Beats Wind Turbine (2025)

Conventional wind turbines often suffer from weak ground winds. They also need an energy infrastructure out on the open field in order, for example, to supply a distant city. The Buoyant Airborne Turbine (BAT) can do without both by lifting itself zeppelin-like 600 metres in the air, at any location in the world where strong winds blow.\(^6\) A zeppelin-turbine like this can hover directly over any city.

#13 Nuclear Fusion via Crowdfunding (2035\(^\text{Plus}\))

Since nuclear fusion doesn’t seem to be advancing very far on the back of ‘traditional’ scientific research, Lawrenceville Plasma Physics in New Jersey wants to build a fusion reactor with money from crowdfunding.\(^7\)
An ambitious project, indeed. But would you bet that it fails? Imagine that the project is a success. All the energy problems facing humanity would be solved at once. And a money-making machine would have been invented.

#14 Solar Paint Power (2023)

Just look what you can use to produce energy – for example, so-called quantum dots. These are electricity-generating nanoparticles which, when mixed with paint, create paintable solar cells. This paint makes every wall an energy producer – even without glass panels. Researchers at both the University of Notre Dame (USA) and at the University of Toronto (Canada) are working feverishly on this solar paint.78

#15 Jet Turbines for Wind Energy (2018)

The engineers from Ogin used jet turbines from aircraft as a model to create a wind turbine, which looks more like a jet turbine than a wind turbine.79 It is a turbo-success. This type of jet-wind turbine is meant to supply three to four times more energy than a conventional wind turbine of the same size.

#16 Power with Maritime Hybrid Generators (2018)

Mitsui is developing a maritime hybrid generator called Savonius Keel and Wind Turbine SKWID.80 ‘Savonius’ and ‘Darrieus’ are the two types of turbines used. The generator can harvest energy from both wind as well as tidal range and, consequently, supply 300 households with electricity.

#17 The Autarkic Ark (2033)

Like Noah, Russian architect Alexander Remizov has designed an ark81 – just in case the energy transition goes wrong, the pole caps melt or any other man-made catastrophe sends humanity into exile. His ark is energy self-suf-
icient due to the use of solar, wind and hydrothermal energies. The plants underneath the floating dome produce enough oxygen to ensure survival.

#18 Fall Wind Power (2018)

A 685-metre-high solar wind energy tower is being planned in the desert of Arizona. The height is necessary in order for it to work efficiently: 9.5 million litres of water will be continuously pumped into the spire of the tower and sprayed out into the heat of the Arizona desert, where it will evaporate. The evaporation cools the air, which falls in the direction of the desert floor, accelerating to a speed of up to 80 km/h because of the immense height of the tower. This subsequently drives the turbine, which in turn produces electricity. The nature of the water cycle ensures that the water will be collected, purified and returned to the groundwater.

#19 Breath Power (2020)

Isn’t there anything that you can’t use to produce energy? Luckily nobody is asking that question of the innovators and researchers whose ideas we are discussing here. Quite the opposite; they are considering everything.

Like the Brazilian designer Joao Lammoglia, who created a breathing mask that produces electricity. Wearing the mask while sleeping, jogging, cleaning the house, watching television or anything else generates electricity. Sleepers actually do produce ‘electricity while they sleep’. The integrated mini-turbines in his design concept turn breathing air into electricity.
Energy Distribution Trends

#20 Cable to Battery (2012)

What would happen if your shirt could power your mobile phone? Researchers at the University of Central Florida have developed a cable that can store electricity.\(^8^4\) If the cable is processed into fibres or used in textiles, it transforms every piece of clothing into a battery.

Electricity no longer comes from the socket, but from a boutique. Today’s fashion companies would be tomorrow’s energy giants. So much for the topic ‘energy industry threatened by newcomers from non-energy sectors’.

#21 Wireless Energy Supply (2022)

Although it’s still a long way from energy supply with high voltage current, the US company uBeam is already successfully supplying electricity to smaller energy consumers through ultrasonic waves.\(^8^5\) Electricity is quasi-transmitted through the air: No more power line conflicts!

#22 Air Power (2022)

And here’s another method to transmit electricity by air: scientists at Duke University in the USA have succeeded in transmitting energy over an unprecedentedly long distance using low frequency magnetic fields.\(^8^6\)

#23 Wi-Fi Power (2019)

The first successful airborne electricity transmission was achieved by the Cota system developed by the start-up Ossia.\(^8^7\) The system transmits energy over a distance of up to 10 metres. It uses a wave spectrum, the same technology applied by wifi, Bluetooth and ZigBee. Tests showed that en-
energy transmission was successful even if the receiver was not within visible range of the sender.

#24 Cutting Storage Requirements (2020)

IT companies are working with predictive analytics to determine the strongly fluctuating output of solar farms and wind parks 15 to 30 minutes in advance. This should be achieved using a sensor-supported new algorithm. The cost-intensive upkeep of standby power plants could thereby be reduced, consequently reducing the costs for renewable energies.


The German designer Dennis Siegel has developed the electromagnetic harvester up to prototype stage. In the video, he moves through the city with it and uses induction to ‘steal’ part of the energy from fluorescent tube lights, the ticket validater in the subway, the mobile phone from the friendly woman sitting next to him – and any other electrical device in the vicinity. He can then use this energy to charge a conventional AA battery. You only have to be near the devices for the harvester to tap into their reserves. Harvest and charge.

#26 Streetwise Electricity (2025)

American husband and wife team Brusaw collected more than USD 2 million through crowdfunding. They want to use the money to start serial production of solar roadways. The solar tiles on the street produce the electricity for street lights, traffic lights, residents and other users, and even, for example, for electric cars (transferrable via induction or kerbside socket).

If all American highways were solar streets, the USA could produce triple the electricity it currently consumes. Now that’s an idea that sounds dangerously attractive or threatening – depending on who is looking at it.
#27 Fantastic Plastic Energy (2020)

A research team at the Swedish University of Linköping didn’t just develop an electrically conductive plastic; it can even be used to generate electricity.91

To achieve this, the researcher treated poly(3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene) (PEDOT) with a ferrous solution. In the plastic that was produced as a result, fluctuations in temperature cause the electrons to start flowing to the conductor surface – which is commonly known as electricity.

Energy Storage Trends

#28 Salt Stores Power (2017)

Now that does sound a little crazy, but it is actually pure physics – and significantly more cost-effective than modern batteries. If energy is produced but not needed immediately, this energy is used to melt smelting salt and stored until the next consumption peak. An important point: it is stored hot, since it has been melted. When the next consumption peak arrives, a heat exchanger extracts the bonded smelting energy from the smelting salt and transforms it into electricity.92

#29 Submarine Spheres (2020)

This innovation by the two physics professors Horst Schmidt-Böcking and Gerhard Luther even tops the waves created by Jules Verne’s 20,000 Leagues Under the Sea. The team has designed the concept of submerging enormous hollow spheres on the floor of the ocean.93 These spheres function according to the principle of pumped-storage power plants, which make use of the high water pressure at the bottom of the sea. In off-peak periods, the surplus electricity is used to pump the sea water out of the spheres. At peak times, the sea water is allowed to flow back in as a result of its natural pressure. The turbines subsequently harvest electrical power from the resulting kinetic energy of the flow.
If people were aware of all the innovations in development, nobody would even think of uttering the words “energy shortage threat”.

#30 The Biobattery (2017)

Did you notice the year quoted here? This innovation is on the brink of market maturity. Its idea comes from the medical industry. Implanting a pacemaker is a routine procedure these days. But implants could serve humanity better if the energy supply from lithium batteries and toxic electrolytes was not so problematic.

For this reason, researchers at Carnegie Mellon University in the USA have created an edible bio-battery made of pigment cells, which are found in octopus ink – thanks to fundamental research. The good thing: when the battery is dead, it is simply digested.

#31 Wood Power (2022)

The older generation or history buffs are familiar with the trusty wood carburettor. But wood can also supply other types of energy. Researchers at the University of Maryland (USA) have coated wooden fibres with tin and placed them in a sodium solution. The prototype of this wood battery made it through 400 loading cycles. For your information: sodium costs significantly less than lithium. In the future, this new battery could store huge amounts of energy – for example, from solar farms.

Energy consumption trends

#32 Electricity from Body Heat (2022)

Pretty wasteful that the human body emits thermal energy every day and doesn’t put it to use. Something should be done about that.
Airbus, for example, is working on an idea for a passenger seat that harvests electricity from body heat and uses it on site. After all, a double-decker A380 has up to 800 human power sources on board.

#33 Firefly Power (2025)

Fireflies light up the night. They apply bioluminescence to transform 95 percent of the energy used into light, five percent into heat. Not even a modern LED light can claim such efficiency. As a result, researchers are currently attempting to transfer firefly DNA to trees (!) as part of creating a type of biological street light.

#34 The Electric Bracelet (2019)

A Korean research team has developed a bracelet with fashion appeal, which harvests electricity from body heat. The yield is enough to charge a mobile phone.

#35 The Power Shoe (2018)

Inventors at Carnegie Mellon University have developed the innovation award-winning recipient ‘SolePower’. It is a sports shoe that takes the kinetic energy released during jogging, transforms it into electrical energy, and stores it – for example, to charge a mobile phone.

#36 Biolight (2023)

The ‘biobulb’, from a group of developers studying at the University of Wisconsin, doesn’t generate its light with electricity, but with microbes. The lamp is actually a closed miniature eco-system that only needs sunlight to regulate itself, and has the external effect of generating light.
#37 Rotating Houses (2030)

The University of Porto in Portugal has developed a ‘Casa em Movimento’ (moving house).\textsuperscript{101} It’s a concept for a house that rotates in synchronisation with the sun to facilitate optimal illumination in the rooms and optimal yield from the solar panels.

#38 Heat from the Wall (2025)

Innovative drywall panels can reduce the heating costs of buildings with conventional wall construction by up to 40 percent. Half of the plaster in the panels is replaced with paraffin beads. These absorb heat during the day and release it at night.\textsuperscript{102}

What does it all mean?

This compendium of 38 innovations is meant to test your future competence. How? Well, the answer can be found in your reactions on reading it.

Some react happily, because they take joy in the innovative spirit. Others are frightened, because they suddenly see the gaps in an innovation radar which they have updated only sporadically. There are others who would prefer to give their R&D some immediate development assignments. Many react gruffly and don’t understand why it’s good to have “so much technology”. They see the future coming towards them and (still) don’t know what to do with it.

The amateur sees the future for its trends and innovations. The expert establishes they relate to their own company and strategy.

We can’t do that for you. Because we don’t know your company. We can, however, be of assistance. But you are the expert for your company. Individuals who can establish the relationship between trend and business are on their way to becoming experts. A so-called trend portfolio provides a solu-
tion to establishing this relationship. You can use it to record the impact of trends on your business, including their probability of occurrence.

A well-developed trend portfolio gives you tips on how you could or should respond to trends. Take a proactive approach, tackle it immediately, or just watch or even ignore, because you shouldn’t unnecessarily waste resources on it. Developments and impending trends can take many forms. Some companies involve themselves in the dissemination loops of the researchers, who are carrying out interesting projects for them. Others assemble project groups to create business models for selected innovations. And yet others start co-operations with other companies, when the innovations are too big to handle alone. The important thing is: you can only do all that if your own trend universe is big enough for you to keep an eye on the innovations, trends and trend candidates that are relevant for you.

How big should your trend universe be?

The answer is simple: as far as trends go, you can never have enough or too many. You pick them out from the internet or another source, enter them into the internal trend or innovation profile, specify if and how they should be monitored – and it’s off to the next trend. Need to keep track of hundreds of trends? No problem, thanks to modern IT. The computer is patient. The question is: how can I stay on top of them all? That’s why good categorisation is so important (see above).

“How many trends?” is not a question experienced future managers ask themselves. They tend to be people who can’t get enough of innovations, trends, scenarios, UFs and wild cards. First, because it’s fun and leads to success: there is hardly anything more interesting than the future – and those who are at the front of the line cash in on the innovator ROI. Second, it could be that The Next Big Thing is hiding behind the ideas and innovations. This is the best motivation of all for those who are wildly curious – and for the installation and maintenance of a comprehensive and continuously updated trend database.
The avant-gardes have that and do that. They have their own trend intelligence, their own trend management or a trend transfer department. This means an entire department with people doing nothing else except discovering, analysing, describing, documenting, observing and updating trends. This gives them a decisive edge over the competition at just the right moment in time.

**Checklist: The 15-second test**

Instead of answering another list of questions, try this little quiz. Get your smartphone stopwatch out and see if you can answer each of the following questions in 15 seconds:

1. How many general, social or technological trends can I think of?
2. How many trends in my own industry can I spontaneously think of?
3. Of the trends that I’ve identified, how many countertrends can I think of – actual or imaginable?
4. For which trends in the past ten years did my company do particularly well?
5. Which trends did our competitors handle better?
6. Which employees in and beyond my scope of management are particularly trend-conscious (not in a fashion sense)?
7. What are the most prevalent trend killers in our meetings?
8. What is characteristic of those trends that we tend to follow?
9. Which types of trends do we often overlook because they don’t correspond to our preferences, our competence, our awareness?
10. Select any trend from recent years – whether industry-specific or general – and ask yourself: which companies saw it coming? Who missed it?
Who saw it?

The last test question is hugely important. Each and every manager can spontaneously name trends that have been recognised by some companies and overlooked by others. Gatorade, for example, recognised the sports drink trend at an early stage and was therefore faster than industry leaders like Pepsi or Coca Cola. Apple recognised the trend towards the digitalisation of music, while a large percentage of the music industry was caught out by it. This list could go on forever. In management seminars it is a popular game and an eye opener: if you play this game using your own company, the competition and the trends of the past 20 years, the results are always surprising. This game shows time and again which type of trends are reliably and traditionally well-recognised by a company or a manager, and which are just as reliably missed.

What you see is important. What you overlook is more important.

Of course the biases (see Chapters 6 and 7) are coming into play again here. Unfortunately, the factors that you overlook don’t really care what your reason is for overlooking them.

We all are victim to biases. Every single person. That’s why we are all more or less trend-blind. The question is: where are your blind spots?

Particularly technology-savvy individuals often and willingly overlook social, political or fashion trends – and vice versa. Many social institutions are ‘completely surprised’ when they receive yet another upgrade for a technology, although their old system allegedly still works fine. But do we reject the innovation after careful consideration? Or is that an anti-future reflex because we weren’t able to see it coming? We therefore provide you with our concluding recommendation:

Take care of your trends before they take care of you.
Afterword

Most people want to have future competence, but often complain that they simply don’t have enough time for scenarios and other labour-intensive foresight methods. We used to take a deep breath in preparation for an all-out attempt at persuasion; nowadays, this happens much faster. We ask a simple question:

Think back three, four or more years. Think about a decision that you made back then, to the best of your knowledge and in good conscience, which turned out to be wrong. Ask yourself: would I have made a better – a right – decision with scenarios?

This really brings it home. No more talk of “Too much work!” or “No time!”. Because we all have the time needed to avoid bad decisions and expensive embarrassments. The approach should also make it clear that the future doesn’t ‘come’ and it doesn’t ‘bring’ us anything. The decision-maker with future competence doesn’t wait for the future to ‘come’ or to ‘bring’ him anything; he shapes the future with the power of his own mind.

The future is work and absolutely fair: if you make the effort, you will be rewarded by the future.

You should by now have become pretty familiar with the procedures and methods of this work from these pages: environmental analyses, scenarios, trends, wild cards and the prevention of cognitive biases. The techniques and tools are known today to every modern company in the energy industry. The crux of the matter is that they are usually understood only by a small handful of people with responsibility. If one of these ‘licence holders’ leaves the organisation, future management risks being derailed.

The Highlander motto, “There can be only one”, does not apply to future competence. Instead: one is never enough.
For this reason, strategically thinking managers transform the techniques into a culture. This transformation of the pure future techniques into a cross-functional future culture which is cultivated at relevant meetings, projects and decisions is critical to success. Unfortunately, though, it’s often underrated.

It is mainly the amount of work needed that is underestimated – a common element of most cultural changes. To bring about this cultural transformation, a critical mass of employees and managers need to learn about more than just the tools of foresight; they also need to learn how to actually apply them, in pilot projects or – through process management or coaching – in an environment where transfer is actively ensured. As huge as this challenge seems, the immensity of the upheavals taking place within the energy industry demands the effort. If the industry is making major leaps, we can’t move in steps of just two or three. This is particularly critical, given the effort needed to bring about big cultural changes. But the hard work involved will pay off – through more transparency, increased competence, improved market opportunities and greater future security.

And, in case you haven’t noticed yet, you’re not holding a book in your hands. You are holding a ‘navigator’ for direct implementation of an organisational foresight process; the kind that every modern company needs today. From the first to the last chapter, you have learned about all of the steps that a foresight department, a strategy team, an executive management or a transformation team needs to successfully shape the future.

Yet the closer look that we have taken at this subject shows us there is no ‘one’ future. Not from today’s perspective. There are only multiple, alternative versions of the future. If you plan for the ‘one’ future, you’re already going down the wrong path. The right way to plan is for and with futures. The scenario approach is the planning instrument of future managers. Once you’ve got your ‘driver’s licence’ in your pocket, you can rely on scenarios and be confident you’re on the right path.

So, as you embark on your journey, we wish you ‘happy travels’!
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